Technical Committee 188 – Working Group 20 – Windows, portlights, hatches, deadlights and doors

ISO/WD 12216, Windows, portlights, hatches, deadlights and doors

1. Can the standard reduce the number of normative tables in order to shorten the standard and minimize the cost of the standard? These tables can be given to each MIA for maintenance. WG to consider.

2. Underwater window requirements will be directed to ISO 12215. Will reference 12215 for a more detailed method to determine window requirements.

3. The design pressures listed in this standard will be compared to ISO 12215, Scantlings, to verify that this standard is not overly rigorous.

4. The Large Yacht windows WG recommended reducing the design pressures for a number of different window materials but the currently listed pressures will be retained. The Large Yacht WG also submitted revised safety factors but this WG decided to retain the existing safety factors.

5. The WG will seek feedback of Large Yacht windows built to the LY window standard.

6. The WG will review the scope of the standard as applicable to recreational craft; shall it be changed to just small craft, which includes commercial craft?

7. Will change the term “closed appliance” to “opening appliance”

8. Next Meeting: At the call of the chair.
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